
Science Pupil Voice 
 
This week it has ben a joy to carry out my pupil voice learning talk around school, 
talking to a range of children across each Key stage about their science learning so 
far this year. Clearly, Empiribox is having an impact as the children were incredibly 
passionate and excited about all the hands on science learning they've been doing. I 
was particularly impressed with the way each and every child from Y1 to Y6 talked 
like a scientist, using excellent scientific vocabulary and showing a deep 
understanding of the knowledge and skills taught so far. 
 
Here are a few quotes from my learning talk: 
 
“Things that have more density sink and things that spreaded out float.” (Y1) 
 
When asked how much the children in Y1 loved science, they responded: 
"I love science to the sun!" 
"I love science to Australia!" 
 
“We could use different bands and the biggest band was the stretchiest. The 
more marbles it had the stretchier it was getting. We found out that different types 
of elastic stretch different amounts.” (Y2) 
 
When asked how much the children in Y2 loved science, one responded: 
"I love science 100 out of 10!" 
 
“I like the moth experiment when we hid them. We were learning that some moths 
weren’t surviving because the leaves weren’t hiding their colours. The earth changed 
and the moths adapted.” (Y3) 
 
"I loved the asteroid experiment. We could change the material of the flour or how 
high the asteroid was or the type of material the asteroid is or having more 
flour.  We could measure how deep the crater is and the amount of flour that flew 
out.” (Y3) 
 
“I loved when we put out the spaghetti with food colouring today then we’ll see if 
anything catches it.. We had to change the colour so that’s the independent variable. 
The dependent variable will be how much is left and we’ll measure that. It’s about 
predators and prey and producers. We made a predictions and I predicted that the 
red would be eaten most because it is the colour of blood and when animals eat 
other animals there is often blood. I predicted that the green would be camouflaged 
by the grass so not as much would be eaten.” (Y4) 
 
“ I loved when we had soup and where the bread was together on top then when it 
got warm the bread separated…showing how the continents separated…It was a 
good model because the bread was cut out in the shape of the right continents. Also 
the soup was like lava because it bubbled and popped.” (Y5) 
  



“I enjoyed Live Learning this week on classification because we got to work in groups 
so it helped us understand. Also the parents found it tricky which was fun. The 
classification keys this week were challenging so they made your brain grow wider.” 
(Y6) 

When asked how we could make science even better, the Y6 children responded: 

“Make science a core subject so we do it every day....Also have even longer lessons 
so we can repeat experiments and check the accuracy of our results.“  

 
Science Parent Voice 
 
After our science Live Learning in Y6 on Monday we asked the parents and 
grandparents for some feedback. It was wonderful to hear their posistive 
feedback, including: 
 - "very engaging session" 
 - "range of ways to explain a tricky topic" 
 - "exciting variety of activities and approaches to learning within one session" 
 
Many thanks to all our teachers who are bringing science alive so brilliantly with 
the support of Empiribox. 
 
 


